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Live the pleasure of Italian espresso at home

Compact and stylish bean-to-cup system

Syntia is the perfect synthesis of compactness, performance, design and high end

materials—everything for your Italian espresso enjoyment at a single touch

Enjoy an Italian lifestyle at home

Compact and stylish

One touch espresso and long coffee

Grind your favourite coffee beans

Play with the coffee's richness with our adjustable grinders

Adjust coffee length, temperature, strength

Easy to use

Self-explanatory, colour-coded user interface

Ergonomic in day to day operation

Easy to clean and maintain

Always a clean machine thanks to auto-clean and descaling

Easy cleaning thanks to removable brewing group
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Highlights

Compact and stylish

Compact and stylish, the Syntia coffee

machine is designed to delight both your

palate and your eyes - the perfect fit for a

modern kitchen.

Espresso and long coffee

Whether you want to enjoy an espresso or a

long coffee, your favourites are accessible at

the touch of a button

5-step adjustable grinders

Different coffee blends require different levels

of granularity for the full flavour to unfold. The

grind granularity of this espresso machine can

be adjusted in 5 settings, from the finest grind,

for a full-bodied espresso, to the coarsest, for a

lighter café crème.

Auto-cleaning and descaling

Saeco designed this espresso machine to

automatically clean its coffee circuit with water

when starting up or switching off to deliver a

great, fresh taste with each cup of coffee.

Regular descaling prolongs your espresso

machine's life. This machine will not only

prompt when descaling is needed, the

automated descaling process will start and

guide you with clear on-screen messages

when you have to intervene. Descaling has

never been so easy!

Removable brewing group

The brewing group, a Saeco invention, is the

heart of our espresso machines, ensuring

automation. The brewing group is, depending

on the model, easily accessible from the front

or side. It can be removed effortlessly for easy

cleaning by rinsing under the tap, ensuring

maximum hygiene.

Colour coded user interface

Enjoy direct and clear interaction thanks to the

self-explanatory icons display. For maximum

convenience the icons are coloured according

to the traffic light colours: Red requires action,

Yellow means the coffee machine is "busy"

(e.g. heating up) and Green is ready to use.

Coffee customisation

Saeco machines offer you the possibility of

customising your coffee exactly the way you

like it - from the most intense espresso to a

mild cup of long coffee.

Ergonomic day to day

Saeco is a synonym for convenience: refilling

beans or water, emptying the coffee-dump box

or the drip tray, all compartments of the full

automatic coffee machine are directly

accessible.
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Specifications

Perfect Espresso

Espresso technology: Saeco adapting system,

Aroma-system: pre-brewing

Multi-Beverage

Milk Variations: Pannarello: milk frothing

Easy to use

Cleaning and maintenance: Automatic coffee

circuit rinse

Usage: Adjustable coffee dispenser, Bypass for

grinded coffee, Frontal access to all functions,

Rapid steam, Removable brewing group,

Removable water tank

Technical data

Boiler: Stainless steel

Frequency: 50 Hz

Power: 1400 W

Voltage: 230 V

Pump Pressure: 15 Bar

Weight and dimensions

Maximum cup height: 110 mm

Product dimensions (L x D x H): 256 x 315 x

415 mm

Coffee bean capacity: 250 gr

Dump box capacity: 8 servings

Water tank capacity: 1.2 l
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